You never know when an ordinary day will turn into something more—and with LG Escape™, you’ll be prepared for whatever life sends your way.

Snap panoramic pics on your morning run, and show your social network how the city looks through your eyes. Quickly take notes in class, or sketch creative doodles without carrying a pad of paper. And continually expand your contact list by tapping into friends—old and new.

Adventure can be just around the corner—and it comes at you even faster with LG Escape.

Key Features
- Refined and Evolved Android™ 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean)
- Blazing-Fast 4G LTE Network
- Expressive QuickMemo™
- Powerful 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
- 4.3" qHD True-Color IPS Touch Screen
- 5 MP Camera with Time Catch Shot, Continuous Shot, "Cheese Shutter," HDR, and Panorama
- True-to-Life 1080p HD Recording
- Data Sharing with Android Beam and NFC Technology*
- Video Wiz Adds Music and Themes to Videos and Photos
- Long-Lasting 2,150mAh Battery
* Android Beam must be used with other NFC compatible devices.

Specifications
- Technology: GSM
- Frequencies: GSM 850/900/1800/1900, WCDMA 850/1900/2100, LTE 700/AWS
- Data Transmission: UMTS (WCDMA), HSDPA, LTE
- Processor: 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
- Display: Color TFT, 960 x 540 pixels, 4.3"
- Dimensions: 4.96" (H) x 2.54" (W) x 0.37" (D)
- Weight: 4.5 oz.
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You never know when an ordinary day will turn into something more—and with LG Escape™, you’ll be prepared for whatever life sends your way.

Snap panoramic pics on your morning run, and show your social network how the city looks through your eyes. Quickly take notes in class, or sketch creative doodles without carrying a pad of paper. And continually expand your contact list by tapping into friends—old and new.

Adventure can be just around the corner—and it comes at you even faster with LG Escape.
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• Refined and Evolved Android™ 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean)
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• Powerful 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
• 6.3" qHD True-Color IPS Touch Screen
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* Android Beam must be used with other NFC compatible devices.
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Tap into new experiences.
Say hi to new efficiency — and easier info sharing. Android Beam lets you send photos, videos, contacts and more, quickly by touching your phone to another compatible device through Near Field Communication. And, if you have a lot to keep track of, Mobile Wallet gives you one less thing to worry about. You can make quick purchases anywhere, using only your phone and the power of NFC technology. Simple, fast, and perfect for life on the go.

Keeps up with your life.
Turn study hall into a concert hall with seamless streaming audio. Transform your lunch break into a social hour with buffer-free video chat. And escape to your living room no matter where you are with Live TV. LG Escape gives you the power to do more, faster, with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4G LTE performance. It’s sure to keep you entertained, even while living life on the go.

The world is your photo shoot.
Unforgettable photo ops can pop up anywhere. From unexpected celebrity sightings, to impromptu get-togethers with friends, life is full of surprises — and with the LG Escape’s 5 MP camera, you can capture and share every moment with vibrant clarity. Film your exploits as you explore the city. Extract still photos of your favorite scenes while recording video. And create new memories when you video chat via the front-facing 1.3 MP camera.

Continuous Shot captures multiple images in a row, so you can choose the best one.
Time Catch Shot captures the moments before you press the button, virtually eliminating shutter lag.
Panorama Shot lets you capture incredible panoramic views, by pressing one button and panning while the camera does the rest.
“Cheese” Shutter lets you take a picture by simply saying “cheese!”

You say your life should be a movie.
Record every urban adventure in full 108p HD. Add music and themes to your favorite videos or series of pictures with Video Wiz editing. And create your own soundtrack with playback in cinematic Dolby Mobile surround sound. Then, turn your movie into a big-screen event when you share on a larger display with SmartShare (sharing with DLNA®).

The phone is your canvas.
Send a map to an art show, and sketch your own parking directions. Turn photos from the event into your own masterpieces with hand-drawn doodles. And write down the numbers of the new friends you meet, right on your phone screen. With QuickMemo™, your phone becomes your virtual canvas, letting you take down every brilliant idea using only your finger and a little imagination. Quickly jot down important notes or personalize images with fun doodles.

Jelly Bean Enhancements.
Smooth Performance
This Android™ Platform has improved performance with fast responses by boosting the CPU, quick transitioning between home screens and apps, and fluid rendering across the entire system.

Intuitive Improvements
Google Now gives you all the answers without you even having to ask! A simple swipe and the information you need—including alternate traffic routes, real-time flight statuses, and hottest restaurants around—is available at your fingertips.

Speak Your Mind
Google Voice lets your words be heard. Whether can’t type or you just don’t have the time, Google gives you the ability to search the web or ‘talk your texts’ with the push of a button and the sound of your voice.
Tap into new experiences.
Say hi to new efficiency — and easier info sharing. Android Beam lets you send photos, videos, contacts and more, quickly by touching your phone to another compatible device through Near Field Communication. And, if you have a lot to keep track of, Mobile Wallet gives you one less thing to worry about. You can make quick purchases anywhere, using only your phone and the power of NFC technology. Simple, fast, and perfect for life on the go.

Keeps up with your life.
Turn study hall into a concert hall with seamless streaming audio. Transform your lunch break into a social hour with buffer-free video chat. And escape to your living room no matter where you are with Live TV. LG Escape gives you the power to do more, faster, with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4G LTE performance. It’s sure to keep you entertained, even while living life on the go.

The world is your photo shoot.
Unforgettable photo ops can pop up anywhere. From unexpected celebrity sightings, to impromptu get-togethers with friends, life is full of surprises — and with the LG Escape’s 5 MP camera, you can capture and share every moment with vibrant clarity. Film your exploits as you explore the city. Extract still photos of your favorite scenes while recording video. And create new memories when you video chat via the front-facing 1.3 MP camera.

Continuous Shot captures multiple images in a row, so you can choose the best one.
Time Catch Shot captures the moments before you press the button, virtually eliminating shutter lag.
Panorama Shot lets you capture incredible panoramic views, by pressing one button and panning while the camera does the rest.
“Cheese” Shutter lets you take a picture by simply saying “cheese!”

You say your life should be a movie.
Record every urban adventure in full 108p HD. Add music and themes to your favorite videos or series of pictures with Video Wiz editing. And create your own soundtrack with playback in cinematic Dolby Mobile surround sound. Then, turn your movie into a big-screen event when you share on a larger display with SmartShare (sharing with DLNA®).

The phone is your canvas.
Send a map to an art show, and sketch your own parking directions. Turn photos from the event into your own masterpieces with hand-drawn doodles. And write down the numbers of the new friends you meet, right on your phone screen. With QuickMemo+, your phone becomes your virtual canvas, letting you take down every brilliant idea using only your finger and a little imagination. Quickly jot down important notes or personalize images with fun doodles.

Jelly Bean Enhancements.
Smooth Performance
This Android™ Platform has improved performance with fast responses by boosting the CPU, quick transitioning between home screens and apps, and fluid rendering across the entire system.

Intuitive Improvements
Google Now gives you all the answers without you even having to ask! A simple swipe and the information you need—including alternate traffic routes, real-time flight statuses, and hottest restaurants around—is available at your fingertips.

Speak Your Mind
Google Voice lets your words be heard. Whether can’t type or you just don’t have the time, Google gives you the ability to search the web or ‘talk your texts’ with the push of a button and the sound of your voice.

Life is Sweet.
LG Escape just became a little bit sweeter. Relax while Android™ 4.1.2 Jelly Bean takes control and accomplishes simple tasks, giving you the user experience you’ve dreamed of... no matter what your personal flavor.
Tap into new experiences.

Say hi to new efficiency — and easier info sharing. Android Beam lets you send photos, videos, contacts and more, quickly by touching your phone to another compatible device through Near Field Communication. And, if you have a lot to keep track of, Mobile Wallet gives you one less thing to worry about. You can make quick purchases anywhere, using only your phone and the power of NFC technology. Simple, fast, and perfect for life on the go.

Keeps up with your life.

Turn study hall into a concert hall with seamless streaming audio. Transform your lunch break into a social hour with buffer-free video chat. And escape to your living room no matter where you are with Live TV. LG Escape gives you the power to do more, faster, with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4G LTE performance. It’s sure to keep you entertained, even while living life on the go.

You say your life should be a movie.

Record every urban adventure in full 1080p HD. Add music and themes to your favorite videos or series of pictures with Video Wiz editing. And create your own soundtrack with playback in cinematic Dolby® Mobile surround sound. Then, turn your movie into a big-screen event when you share on a larger display with SmartShare (sharing with DLNA®).

The world is your photo shoot.

Unforgettable photo ops can pop up anywhere. From unexpected celebrity sightings, to impromptu get-togethers with friends, life is full of surprises — and with the LG Escape’s 5 MP camera, you can capture and share every moment with vibrant clarity. Film your exploits as you explore the city. Extract still photos of your favorite scenes while recording video. And create new memories when you video chat via the front-facing 1.3 MP camera.

Continuous Shot captures multiple images in a row, so you can choose the best one.

Time Catch Shot captures the moments before you press the button, virtually eliminating shutter lag.

Panorama Shot lets you capture incredible panoramic views, by pressing one button and panning while the camera does the rest.

“Cheese” Shutter lets you take a picture by simply saying “cheese!”
Tap into new experiences.

Say hi to new efficiency — and easier info sharing. Android Beam lets you send photos, videos, contacts and more, quickly by touching your phone to another compatible device through Near Field Communication. And, if you have a lot to keep track of, Mobile Wallet gives you one less thing to worry about. You can make quick purchases anywhere, using only your phone and the power of NFC technology. Simple, fast, and perfect for life on the go.

Keeps up with your life.

Turn study hall into a concert hall with seamless streaming audio. Transform your lunch break into a social hour with buffer-free video chat. And escape to your living room no matter where you are with Live TV. LG Escape gives you the power to do more, faster, with a 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and 4G LTE performance. It’s sure to keep you entertained, even while living life on the go.

The world is your photo shoot.

Unforgettable photo ops can pop up anywhere. From unexpected celebrity sightings, to impromptu get-togethers with friends, life is full of surprises — and with the LG Escape’s 5 MP camera, you can capture and share every moment with vibrant clarity. Film your exploits as you explore the city. Extract still photos of your favorite scenes while recording video. And create new memories when you video chat via the front-facing 1.3 MP camera.

You say your life should be a movie.

Record every urban adventure in full 1080p HD. Add music and themes to your favorite videos or series of pictures with Video Wiz editing. And create your own soundtrack with playback in cinematic Dolby Mobile surround sound. Then, turn your movie into a big-screen event when you share on a larger display with SmartShare (sharing with DLNA®).

LG Escape just became a little bit sweeter. Relax while Android™ 4.1.2 Jelly Bean takes control and accomplishes simple tasks, giving you the user experience you’ve dreamed of... no matter what your personal flavor.

Jelly Bean Enhancements.

Smooth Performance
This Android™ Platform has improved performance with fast responses by boosting the CPU, quick transitioning between home screens and apps, and fluid rendering across the entire system.

Intuitive Improvements
Google Now gives you all the answers without you even having to ask! A simple swipe and the information you need—including alternate traffic routes, real-time flight statuses, and hottest restaurants around—is available at your fingertips.

Speak Your Mind
Google Voice lets your words be heard. Whether you can't type or you just don't have the time, Google gives you the ability to search the web or 'talk your texts' with the push of a button and the sound of your voice.

The phone is your canvas.

Send a map to an art show, and sketch your own parking directions. Turn photos from the event into your own masterpieces with hand-drawn doodles. And write down the numbers of the new friends you meet, right on your phone screen. With QuickMemo™, your phone becomes your virtual canvas, letting you take down every brilliant idea using only your finger and a little imagination. Quickly jot down important notes or personalize images with fun doodles.
You never know when an ordinary day will turn into something more—and with LG Escape™, you’ll be prepared for whatever life sends your way.

Snap panoramic pics on your morning run, and show your social network how the city looks through your eyes. Quickly take notes in class, or sketch creative doodles without carrying a pad of paper. And continually expand your contact list by tapping into friends—old and new.

Adventure can be just around the corner—and it comes at you even faster with LG Escape.

LG Escape™
Escape to an everyday adventure.

Key Features
• Refined and Evolved Android™ 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean)
• Blazing-Fast 4G LTE Network
• Expressive QuickMemo™
• Powerful 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
• 6.3” qHD True-Color IPS Touch Screen
• 5 MP Camera with Time Catch Shot, Continuous Shot, “Cheese Shutter,” HDR, and Panorama
• True-to-Life 1080p HD Recording
• Data Sharing with Android Beam and NFC Technology*  
• Video Wiz Adds Music and Themes to Videos and Photos
• Long-Lasting 2,150mAh Battery

* Android Beam must be used with other NFC compatible devices.

Specifications
• Technology: GSM
• Frequencies: GSM 850/900/1800/1900, WCDMA 850/1900/2100, LTE 700/800/1700/2100/2600
• Data Transmission: UMTS (WCDMA), HSDPA, LTE
• Processor: 1.2 GHz Dual-Core Processor
• Display: Color TFT, 960 x 540 pixels, 4.3”
• Dimensions: 4.96” (H) x 2.54” (W) x 0.37” (D)
• Weight: 4.5 oz.